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New Hardware Collection



PullCast Jewelry Hardware invites you to an 
invigorating journey to meet the new Hardware 
Collection at Salone del Mobile 2019. The brand will 
be exhibiting in from 9th until the 14th of April, 
Pavillion 4, Stand E08 - E12 - D07 - D21.

During the most important worldwide tradeshow, 
Salone del Mobile Milano, Pullcast Jewelry 
Hardware will introduce its new hardware 
collection. These pieces were designed to 
complement the existing product lines - Earth, 
Ocean, Cosmopolitan and, Limited Collection. With 
its novelties, PullCast becomes even stronger in 
providing an integrated service to its customers.

Hardware With a Mission



SALONE DEL MOBILE 2019 NEW INTRODUCTIONS

Door Hardware

JALO | EA1054
JALO | EA1055

Jalo was inspired by the Green bean plants, and the 
pole varieties, that grow long vines. The amazing 
forms and colors that Jalo creates can be green, but 
you’ll also find purple, red, yellow and streaked 
varieties. Coming in perfect sizes, shapes, textures and 
earthy tone, Jalo Door Pulls enhances elegantly in any 
main entrance.

Jalo
EARTH COLLECTION

DOOR  HARDWARE
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Door Hardware

SPEAR | EA3023
SPEAR | EA3024

The imponent Spear door pull was inspired by the 
Celtic sun god that possessed the "Invincible Spear". 
A legend has it that the spear was blazingly hot, and it 
became hotter the longer it was used. It was stored in 
a vat of water at night to keep it from catching re and 
scorching the earth. Honoring Celtic culture and 
myths, PullCast's designers projected this mythical 
mid-size door pull made with polished brass and 
Alabastro Marble to bring a powerful statement into 
the main doors.

Spear
COSMOPOLITAN COLLECTION

DOOR  HARDWARE



Skyline
COSMOPOLITAN COLLECTION

DOOR  HARDWARE

Tiffany Marble
COSMOPOLITAN COLLECTION

DOOR  HARDWARE

Baruka
EARTH COLLECTION

DOOR  HARDWARE

Karat
COSMOPOLITAN COLLECTION

DOOR  HARDWARE



Door Hardware

LIBERTY | CM2025

The Liberty door lever was inspired by the elegant and 
imponent shapes and curves of One Liberty Place. 

This skyscraper fulfills the skyline of Philadelphia and 
is one of the tallest buildings of the North American 

city. This door lever is made in polished brass and it's 
also available in aged and brushed brass, promising to 

bring a unique glamour and elegance to doors. Liberty
COSMOPOLITAN COLLECTION

DOOR  HARDWARE



Cabinet Hardware

BARUKA | CM3021

Baruka is a perfect reflection of a culture formed over 
thousands of years, although cool and colorful like 
Japan. This is PullCast’s way to reflect a cultural 
manifest to a strong culture, customs, manners, 
etiquette and values. Baruka is made of brass, 
becoming a modern and strong Door Pull to embellish 
your entryway decor.

Baruka
EARTH COLLECTION

CABINET  HARDWARE

Waltz
COSMOPOLITAN COLLECTION

CABINET HARDWARE





“AN ART OF BEAUTY”

Embodying authentic luxury in one of a kind jewelry 
hardware concepts, Pullcast is a highly distinguished 
brand with transcendent beauty, bringing an exquisite 
touch to furniture design with decorative and 
architectural hardware that will be the exceptional detail 
that every design need.

Moving beyond functionality as a singular and unique 
complement to any environment, Pullcast Jewelry 
Hardware takes inspiration in timelessness, 
sophistication, and elegance present in the most unique 
jewelry designs in order to enrich the hardware industry. 

Aiming for excellence, Pullcast works with a team of 
highly skilled jewelers and designers, complementing 
profoundly innovative processes with ancient forms of 
handcraft and a selection of the finest materials to 
create a sense of rarity and legacy in each piece.
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